Traditional multidisciplinary design optimization methodologies of hypersonic missions often employ population-based global searching methods that rely on shooting methods to perform trajectory optimization. In this investigation, a rapid simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization methodology is constructed based on variational methods. This methodology is constructed from two enabling advancements in analytic hypersonic aerodynamics and rapid trajectory optimization. Comparisons made with a single and multi-objective particle swarm optimizer highlight the computational advantages and improved solutions obtained through continuation of variational methods. The incorporation of trajectory constraints into the particle swarm optimization process through penalty functions or as additional objectives is shown to greatly increase the complexity of the design process. Alternatively, variational methods are able to precisely satisfy trajectory constraints without this added complexity. Examples demonstrate that Pareto frontiers in both vehicle and trajectory objectives can be constructed using variational methods. For convex frontiers, this is performed using a weighted sum of the objectives. For nonconvex frontiers, the optimization is performed through continuation of a set of constrained objectives.
Traditional multidisciplinary design optimization methodologies of hypersonic missions often employ population-based global searching methods that rely on shooting methods to perform trajectory optimization. In this investigation, a rapid simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization methodology is constructed based on variational methods. This methodology is constructed from two enabling advancements in analytic hypersonic aerodynamics and rapid trajectory optimization. Comparisons made with a single and multi-objective particle swarm optimizer highlight the computational advantages and improved solutions obtained through continuation of variational methods. The incorporation of trajectory constraints into the particle swarm optimization process through penalty functions or as additional objectives is shown to greatly increase the complexity of the design process. Alternatively, variational methods are able to precisely satisfy trajectory constraints without this added complexity. Examples demonstrate that Pareto frontiers in both vehicle and trajectory objectives can be constructed using variational methods. For convex frontiers, this is performed using a weighted sum of the objectives. For nonconvex frontiers, the optimization is performed through continuation of a set of constrained objectives. T raditionally, conceptual design is performed using various tools provided by disciplinary experts. The interaction among the resulting contributing analyses during hypersonic mission design is often illustrated using a design structure matrix (DSM) as shown in Figure 1 . In this methodology, design variables are often chosen within each discipline, and a multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) scheme is used to optimize the overall system. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Due to the challenges associated with simultaneously accounting for all major disciplines, MDO algorithms operate on the various connections among the contributing analyses in an efficient manner. In this approach, a direct optimization methodology is often used to optimize this finite set of design variables. As a result, continuous design variables such as trajectory paths must be discretized for incorporation into these methods. In general, these MDO methods assume that each contributing analysis is provided to the designer in which little or no modification can be made (e.g., legacy codes).
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While these traditional advances in MDO are important for conceptual design, they neglect advancements that can be made within the individual contributing analyses to improve the overall design process. While traditional MDO methodologies enable system level metrics such as cost and risk to be included in the system design process, designers of high performance hypersonic missions are initially interested in the extent of vehicle performance that can be achieved. If this envelope of vehicle performance includes missions of interest, then trades in system level metrics can follow. To address high performance entry missions, advances have been made to hypersonic aerodynamic modeling and trajectory optimization. 8, 9 Specifically, the construction of analytic hypersonic aerodynamic relations and a rapid trajectory optimization framework based on continuation of variational methods enables the construction of a unified mathematical framework to perform rapid simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization for conceptual design. 
II. Enabling Advancements
II.A. Analytic Hypersonic Aerodynamics
Traditionally, the hypersonic aerodynamics of a vehicle is characterized from computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Due to the substantial computational requirements of CFD, vehicles are generally chosen that provide the necessary aerodynamic performance, such as L/D and ballistic coefficient, to accomplish a given mission.
Subsequently, the vehicle is designed to meet these performance constraints. During conceptual design, methods are typically employed to improve computational speed at the expense of a small reduction in fidelity. For example, panel methods derived from Newtonian flow theory can be used to obtain the hypersonic aerodynamics of a vehicle with only a fraction of the computational requirements of CFD.
11 Although panel methods are much faster than CFD, the designer is still required to limit the number of vehicle shapes analyzed due to the relatively high remaining computational requirements of evaluating other disciplines within traditional MDO frameworks. Consequently, a vehicle shape is usually chosen prior to trajectory design. Once the trajectory has been designed for the given vehicle, an iterative MDO process is performed to alter the vehicle dimensions until the proper hypersonic aerodynamics is found to accomplish the desired mission.
Panel methods, including those within the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (HABP) in conjunction with the Aerodynamic Preliminary Analysis System (APAS) and the Configuration Based Aerodynamics Tool (CBAERO), have been widely used during conceptual design due to the ability of these methods to rapidly evaluate the hypersonic aerodynamics of complex, arbitrary shapes.
12-15 These tools construct large aerodynamic tables that must be interrogated at the various angles of attack and sideslip flown throughout the trajectory. However, many analytic vehicle configurations have been used for previous missions, and many of these same configurations are currently studied to accomplish future missions. For example, many robotic entry systems at Earth and Mars have consisted of a sphere-cone forebody. Additionally, crewed vehicles such as the Apollo command module and planned Orion capsule utilize a spherical forebody. Finally, many high performing missions to support hypersonic military applications and human exploration of Mars have employed blunted biconics and triconics. The geometry of these vehicles can be expressed analytically, and as a result, the corresponding hypersonic aerodynamics of these vehicles can also be expressed analytically for various angles of attack and sideslip. 8 The analytic hypersonic aerodynamic relations enable vehicle shape parameters to be analytically incorporated into the trajectory equations of motion. As a result, the large aerodynamic tables that contribute to the segregated, iterative process of traditional MDO methods are eliminated. This enables the simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization problem to be expressed in an analytical form that allows recent advances in rapid trajectory optimization to be extended to also include vehicle shape.
II.B. Rapid Trajectory Optimization Using Variational Methods
In many trajectory optimization algorithms, the aerodynamics of the vehicle is assumed to be specified a priori. As a result, many trajectory optimization methodologies have been developed with the intent of identifying a single optimal trajectory for a given mission and vehicle shape. However, during conceptual design, many optimal trajectories must be constructed efficiently. Prior work has shown that rapid design space exploration of optimal trajectories can be accomplished using only the continuation of fast variational (indirect) methods. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Additionally, prior work has shown that this process is effective for a wide range of vehicle shapes, constraints, environment parameters, initial conditions, and terminal conditions. 9 This has eliminated the need to balance the large region of attraction associated with direct methods with the computational efficiency of indirect methods as depicted in Table 1 . The use of variational methods over slower direct methods is enabled by the analytic formulation of the trajectory optimization problem shown in Eq. (1), where J is the cost functional that is minimized, Φ is the terminal cost, and
For this study, a planar entry trajectory is assumed with equations of motion shown in Eq. (4)- (7), where r is the radial magnitude, θ is the downrange subtended angle, v is the relative velocity magnitude, γ is the relative flight path angle, D is the drag force magnitude, m is the mass of the vehicle, µ is the gravitational parameter, L is the lift force magnitude, and φ is the bank angle. By including the analytic aerodynamic relations into these equations of motion, the analytic trajectory optimization problem can be extended into a simultaneous analytic vehicle and trajectory optimization problem, enabling rapid multidisciplinary optimization using variational methods.ṙ
III. Multidisciplinary Optimization Comparison Methodologies
III.A. Variational Methods
III.A.1. Augmentation of the Rapid Trajectory Optimization Methodology
To optimize the vehicle simultaneously with the trajectory, the equations of motion shown in Eq. (4)-(7) must be augmented with the appropriate analytic aerodynamic relations. 8 For example, the analytic aerodynamics of a conical frustum can be parametrized by the cone half angle, d. As a result, the aerodynamic forces in Eq. (6) and (7) can be expressed as a function of vehicle shape as shown in Eq. (8) and (9) . As new shape parameters such as the cone half angle are introduced into the equations of motion, a new state can be added as shown in Eq. (10) . For this study, shape parameters are assumed to be constant throughout the trajectory. If the shape of the vehicle can be altered during flight, for example to control inflatable aerodynamic decelerators during entry, then Eq. (10) can be modified accordingly. When applying variational methods to this augmented system, a costate is introduced for each corresponding shape parameter. If the objective is only a function of the trajectory in the form of Eq. (1), then the indirect method can be extended to include the additional states and costates associated with each shape parameter. As a result, optimal solutions in both vehicle and trajectory are simultaneously constructed. In this work, the BVP4C function within Matlab is used to solve for the variational solutions. Note that variational methods can only perform a single objective optimization expressed through the cost functional, J. If vehicle objectives are also included, then the optimization must be modified according to the convexity of the Pareto frontier.
If the Pareto frontier is convex, then an augmented objective, J , can be constructed through the combination of multiple objectives as shown in Eq. (11) for n objectives. The influence of each individual objective, J i , can be controlled through the corresponding relative weighting, w i . The Pareto frontier can be constructed by performing successive optimizations through continuation of these weightings. This approach minimizes the added complexity required to perform a multiobjective optimization but has been shown to be ineffective for non-convex frontiers. [21] [22] [23] Various approaches have been developed to address non-convex frontiers, including transformations to convex shapes and the addition of constraints. For this work, non-convex frontiers are addressed by performing a single objective optimization in J i while constraining the remaining objectives to specific values. The Pareto frontier is then constructed through continuation of the constrained objective values. It is important to note that this approach will also work for convex Pareto frontiers. However, the added complexity that results from the addition of constraints can reduce the efficiency of the continuation process for convex frontiers. In general, the convexity of the Pareto frontier will not be known a priori. As such, an augmented objective can be used to identify the convex portions of the frontier. If any gaps are observed in the Pareto frontier, then the continuation of constrained objectives can be used to identify these non-convex regions.
III.B. Baseline Multidisciplinary Optimization Methodology
To illustrate the advantages of variational methods for design, comparisons are made to a baseline multidisciplinary optimization methodology. While numerous MDO algorithms and techniques exist, many recent entry design studies have used population-based global searching algorithms such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimizers. 6, 7, 24, 25 As such, a particle swarm optimizer (PSO) was chosen to perform these comparisons. Parameters associated with the PSO were chosen based on prior experience. 24 Note that the choice in these parameters can dramatically influence the efficiency of the optimization process, but identifying an optimal set of parameters a priori is not practical. 26 Due to the stochastic nature of the algorithm, a sufficient number of iterations was chosen based on available computational resources or when marginal improvement of the optimal solution was observed. In general, the optimizer required a population size of 100 particles that searched the design space for approximately 300 iterations.
The PSO solves for optimal solutions through direct shooting of the equations of motion shown in Eq. (4)- (7) in which free initial states, a discretized bank profile, and vehicle parameters form the design space.
24, 25
In this study, ten discrete bank angles are chosen at equidistant velocity increments throughout the entry, and the bank angle at any point along the trajectory is calculated by linear interpolation of these angles. The trajectory is propagated from the initial state until the vehicle reaches either the desired terminal velocity or the ground at 0 km altitude. Although many traditional MDO methods employ panel methods to characterize the hypersonic aerodynamics of a vehicle, the analytic aerodynamics were used as a substitute to make reasonable comparisons with variational methods. To highlight some of the challenges associated with using traditional MDO methods to perform simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization, comparisons are made to solutions obtained from variational methods.
IV. Comparison of Variational Methods and Baseline Multidisciplinary
Optimization Methodology For the following comparisons, an Earth-based entry is chosen with environment parameters shown in Table 2 . An exponential atmosphere and a spherical mass distribution of the Earth are assumed. To improve execution speed by approximately a factor of 30, the required functions to solve for the variational solutions and perform trajectory propagations for the PSO are autocoded into C from Matlab. In all comparisons, the initial and terminal conditions in altitude and velocity are assumed to be fixed, whereas the initial and terminal conditions in flight path angle and downrange are assumed to be free. To highlight a range of shapes that can be included in the optimization, the following examples consist of a blunted cone, blended wedge, and blunted biconic. The mass for each vehicle was chosen to provide a reasonable ballistic coefficient to provide a wide range of solutions. As such, entry masses of 4100 kg for the blunted cone, 16,300 kg for the blended wedge, and 410 kg for the blunted biconic were chosen. For each vehicle, the mass is assumed to be constant throughout the flight. As a result, the ballistic coefficient of each vehicle is varied as the shape is modified during the optimization process. Finally, the angle of attack of the blunted cone and blended wedge was chosen to be 20 o , and the angle of attack of the blunted biconic was chosen to be 10 o .
IV.A. Minimum Heat Load for a Blunted Cone Subject to Terminal Constraints
As an initial comparison of the two methodologies, the trajectory and geometry of a blunted cone are simultaneously optimized to minimize stagnation point heat load resulting from minor blunting of the nose. This trajectory objective was chosen to enable comparisons with examples from prior work. 9, 20 To minimize heat load, the heat rate must be maximized along every portion of the trajectory, and this result is evident from the optimal solutions presented in this report. Additionally, this prior work has shown that unconstrained optimal trajectories can be quickly constructed through continuation of variational solutions from a short, unconstrained trajectory that is relatively easy to optimize. 9 This approach is repeated on the augmented system in which the vehicle is also optimized during the continuation process. During the optimization, the analytic aerodynamics of the blunted cone is altered through modification of the cone half angle, d. In this work, the short, unconstrained trajectory is chosen to have the desired terminal conditions in altitude and velocity. As such, a continuation is chosen to modify the initial conditions in altitude and velocity to match the desired entry conditions. During this process, the initial velocity is originally increased while maintaining a fixed initial altitude. After this continuation in initial velocity, the initial altitude is increased to match the desired initial conditions as shown in Figure 2 . Additionally, Figure 3 shows the evolution of the corresponding costates. During this series of optimizations, the initial and terminal conditions in flight path angle and downrange are allowed to vary. As expected, λ γ and λ θ are zero at the initial and terminal points of the trajectory. Furthermore, λ θ is identically zero throughout the trajectory as expected by the absence of θ in the equations of motion shown in Eq. (4)- (7). Table 3 . Control switching structure.
During the continuation process, the cone half angle, d, is also optimized to provide minimum heat load trajectories. As expected, each solution consists of an optimal cone angle of 90
o . This forms the most blunt conic vehicle in the shape of a circular disk. This shape minimizes heat load by minimizing the ballistic coefficient of the vehicle, and, consequently, the flight time of the trajectory. Additionally, the flight path angle costate is negative throughout the trajectory, resulting in a constant commanded bank angle of 180 o as expected to fly full lift-up for a blunt body as described by the switching structure shown in Table 3 . This allows the vehicle to fly a steep entry that further reduces flight time. These expected minimum heat load solutions that are consistent with prior studies validate the simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization framework. For comparison, a single objective PSO is also used to perform the same hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization from the desired initial conditions. Variational methods convert the optimization problem into a root-solving problem, and, as a result, trajectory constraints are easily enforced along the optimal solution. Alternatively, trajectory constraints are indirectly enforced by the PSO through modification of the bank angle profile. As a result, penalty functions are generally constructed to enforce trajectory constraints. The optimization is then performed on the augmented objective function that includes these penalty functions rather than the original objective function of interest. After selection of the penalty function, the designer must choose an appropriate balance between the original objective and this penalty when constructing the augmented objective function. If the penalty associated with the terminal constraint is too strong, then the trajectory will be optimized to the constraint. As a result, the trajectory objective will be largely ignored as shown in Figure 4 in which the heat load is multiplied by the magnitude of the final altitude error. While the optimal PSO solution consists of a cone half angle of 89.3 o , the heat load is 2.26 times greater than that of the variational solution. To construct minimum heat load solutions, the penalty must be relaxed. This can be done by constructing a sphere around the terminal constraints in which any terminal points inside this sphere are not penalized, and any points outside of this sphere are strongly penalized in the same manner as the prior example. Since the PSO trajectories are terminated at the desired final velocity, a 3000 m altitude penalty buffer was constructed such that only trajectories that have a terminal altitude error greater than 3000 m are penalized. The resulting optimal PSO solution is shown in Figure 5 . As expected, the PSO optimizes to the augmented objective function, and the resulting minimum heat load trajectory terminates at the lowest
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The heat load of this trajectory is only 93% of the heat load associated with the variational solution, and this is accomplished by eliminating the additional heat load incurred when the final altitude is increased. In order to guide the terminal altitude to the desired value, the altitude penalty buffer can be reduced. Figure  6 shows the optimal PSO trajectory when the altitude penalty buffer is reduced to 200 m. As expected, the PSO optimizes to the augmented objective function, and the terminal altitude resides at the lowest altitude within the penalty buffer as shown in Figure 7 . By placing a greater emphasis on the terminal conditions, the heat load for this trajectory is 1.09 times greater than that of the variational solution. Furthermore, the time required to construct the PSO solutions is greater than the time required to construct the variational solutions by approximately a factor of eight to ten. This performance gap would also likely be widened if multiple shooting techniques are used to identify the variational solutions. To verify the optimization process, the design space was dramatically reduced to determine if the PSO could arrive to the same solution as that of the variational method. As such, the cone half angle was restricted to 80 o ≤ d ≤ 90 o , the initial flight path angle was restricted to −30 o ≤ γ o ≤ −10 o , and the bank angle was restricted to 170 o ≤ φ ≤ 180 o . These ranges were constructed to encompass the variational solution, and the resulting optimal PSO trajectory is shown in Figure 8 . As expected, the PSO solution matches the variational solution with a heat load that is only 1% greater than that of the variational solution. This illustrates that the PSO is capable of achieving the same results as the variational method in the prior examples if additional computational resources are provided. Due to the relatively substantial computational resources already required by the PSO, this increase would only further contribute to the computational inefficiency of the approach. As shown, the balance between penalty functions and the original objective adds complexity to the optimization process. While the PSO allows a global search of the design space, the resulting optimal solutions will likely capitalize on the designer's choice of penalty functions. To address this issue, a multi-objective optimization process is constructed that is more robust to the choice in penalty functions.
To capture optimal solutions that have terminal altitudes closer to the desired value, a second objective in final altitude error is added. As such, a multi-objective particle swarm optimizer (MOPSO) is used to construct the optimal trade, or Pareto frontier, in these two objectives as shown in Figure 9 . In this example, the terminal altitude buffer was expanded to 6000 m. During the optimization process, MOPSO attempts to construct the global Pareto frontier with well-spaced solutions that expand to both ends of the frontier. As expected, the Pareto frontier consists of altitude errors between 0 m and 6000 m. For comparison, a Pareto frontier is also constructed from continuation of variational methods in which the terminal altitude is varied. This process only requires about one-tenth of the computational time when compared to MOPSO. As shown, a well-defined Pareto frontier is constructed using variational methods, and this frontier dominates the MOPSO Pareto frontier. Additionally, the increase in heat load associated with the increase in terminal altitude further validates the single objective PSO trajectories that terminate at the lowest altitude within the penalty buffer. The corresponding MOPSO trajectories are shown in Figure 10 along with a few variational solutions that span the 6000 m altitude penalty buffer. In general, the MOPSO trajectories are consistent with the variational solutions except for a few high-altitude MOPSO trajectories. These high-altitude trajectories illustrate the difficulty of precisely targeting the desired final altitude when using MOPSO, and these trajectories correspond to the high heat load solutions that have a near zero terminal altitude error shown in Figure 9 . While the MOPSO Pareto frontier provides a comprehensive set of optimal solutions, this trade is of little interest to the designer if a terminal altitude error near zero is required. As such, the designer is likely only interested in the design point with a small terminal altitude error near the bend in the frontier. Furthermore, this single design point is obtained by increasing the complexity of the design problem through the addition of a second objective. These examples illustrate the challenges associated with using direct, population-based optimization algorithms commonly used in hypersonic design studies as well as validate the solutions obtained through continuation of variational methods. While the optimal blunted cones minimize heat load, the disk-like shape resulting from a cone half-angle of 90 o is not practical for payload packaging. As such, the trajectory objective must be expanded to include vehicle objectives, such as usable payload volume.
IV.B. Minimum Heat Load and Maximum Usable Volume for a Blended Wedge Subject to Terminal Constraints
To illustrate the diversity of entry vehicle shapes that can be rapidly optimized using the analytic aerodynamic relations, a blended wedge is constructed by combining the aerodynamics of a cylindrical nose, two flat plates, and two half-cones. 8, 28 Tangency is enforced among all components of the blended wedge, and the bluntness of the vehicle can be varied through the wedge half angle, d. In this example, the minimum heat load trajectory objective is expanded to also include usable volume in the form shown in Eq. (11) , and the Pareto frontier is constructed through continuation of w as shown in Eq. 12. The continuation process begins with w = 0 such that the vehicle and trajectory is simultaneously designed to only minimize heat load. During the continuation process, w is incrementally increased to place greater emphasis on usable volume at the penalty of increased heat load. The usable volume of the blended wedge is assumed to reside between the two square-shaped plates that form the upper and lower surfaces of the vehicle. This process only requires about one-tenth of the computational time when compared to MOPSO which was also used to construct Pareto frontiers of minimum heat load and maximum usable volume.
Initially, the design space is chosen to be as large as possible with the wedge half angle restricted to o is chosen as a lower bound to provide a reasonable amount of vehicle bluntness based on an assumed set of dimensions. In general, this design space allows MOPSO to explore a wide range of design options when constructing the frontier. Additionally, a third objective in terminal altitude error was included in MOPSO to allow a range of solutions to be constructed within a 200 m terminal altitude buffer. Figure 11 shows the Pareto frontiers constructed using both variational methods and MOPSO, where three times as many iterations were used than the prior MOPSO example. This equates to approximately 25-30 times the computational requirements of the variational method. As shown in Figure 11 , many solutions on the MOPSO frontier are heavily dominated by solutions from the variational method. This illustrates a lack of convergence of the MOPSO frontier, even when substantial resources are used. The corresponding trajectories are shown in Figure 12 in which several extreme MOPSO solutions are observed. For example, the MOPSO Pareto frontier points with a usable volume of approximately 0.35-0.45 m 3 that are near the variational solutions correspond to relatively slender vehicles with steep entry flight path angles that terminate at the ground at a velocity of approximately 6500 m/s. These solutions illustrate that the penalty in heat rate for trajectories that terminate outside of the 200 m terminal altitude buffer was not sufficiently strong. Alternatively, the large skipping trajectories illustrate that solutions with accurate terminal conditions remain on the Pareto frontier at a large expense in heat load. These solutions are the result of penalty conditions that are too strong. Figure 13 . While the Pareto frontier is dramatically improved, the MOPSO solutions are still dominated by the variational solutions. Additionally, the variational Pareto frontier is more expansive in usable volume than the MOPSO frontier. Note that in both MOPSO frontiers shown in Figures 11 and 13 , certain MOPSO solutions appear to be dominated by other MOPSO solutions. This is the result of the third objective in terminal error used to span solutions throughout the 200 m terminal altitude buffer. While this objective is not shown, all MOPSO solutions were verified to reside in this buffer. The corresponding trajectories are shown in Figure 14 . While these trajectories have a greater resemblance to the variational solutions, it is clear that certain lofted trajectories with accurate terminal conditions reside on the Pareto frontier at the expense of increased heat loads.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics The evolution of the blended wedge upper surface across the variational Pareto frontier is shown in Figure  15 . Analogous to the disk shape of the minimum heat load blunted cone, the minimum heat load blended wedge has the lowest ballistic coefficient. At an angle of attack, this corresponds to a wedge half angle near 90 o , resulting in a geometry with no usable volume. Through continuation of the relative weighting between heat load and usable volume, greater usable volumes are achieved at the expense of higher heat loads that result from increased ballistic coefficients. The cross-section of the nose region shown in Figure 16 illustrates the tangency that is enforced between the flat upper surface and cylindrical nose. As the wedge half angle is decreased, greater portions of the cylindrical nose are exposed, and the altered aerodynamics that result are automatically captured in the analytic aerodynamic relations. As optimal trajectories and vehicle shapes are constructed during the continuation process, these solutions can be monitored to identify limits in vehicle capability. In this example, if the vehicle is made more slender than what is shown, then the vehicle is unable to reach the terminal constraint without flying lofted and eventually skipping trajectories that were chosen to be avoided in this work. This monitoring allows the designer to quickly guide the continuation process to solutions that are of most interest. Note that by using the weighted sum approach from Section III.A.2, the Pareto frontier will only be fully constructed through continuation if the frontier is convex. In both the blunted cone and blended wedge examples, the Pareto frontiers are convex. However, if a more challenging, constrained trajectory is required, then convexity may not be guaranteed. In the following biconic example, the Pareto frontier is non-convex, requiring continuation of a constrained objective. 
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IV.C. Minimum Heat Load and Minimum Required Volume for a Blunted Biconic Subject to Path and Terminal Constraints
The prior example illustrates the ability to construct Pareto frontiers using variational methods when vehicle objectives are included in the optimization. While this example includes terminal constraints, it does not include common path constraints such as maximum heat rate and g-loading. In the following example, a maximum heat rate constraint of approximately 2.0e7 W/cm 2 and a maximum g-loading constraint of approximately 24 Earth-g are chosen. These constraints limit low altitude and high velocity combinations, and prior work has shown that optimal trajectories can be constructed for a fixed vehicle by incrementally introducing these path constraints. 20 This initial continuation process was repeated for a fixed biconic with minor blunting, and this solution serves as a starting point when constructing the Pareto frontier using variational methods. For this example, the vehicle objective is chosen to minimize required volume of the two conical frustums. This objective may result from packaging considerations for storage in a carrier vehicle or launch shroud. Due to concerns of the convexity of the frontier, the required volume is enforced as a constraint, allowing variational methods to be used to optimize the remaining trajectory objective in heat load. The Pareto frontier is then constructed through continuation of the constrained required volume. In order to eliminate the possibility of multiple biconic configurations with the same volume, only the forward conic half angle is allowed to vary to satisfy the volume constraint. Note that this process could also be repeated for the aft conic half angle should these solutions be of interest to the designer.
For comparison, MOPSO was also used to construct the Pareto frontier in which a third objective in terminal altitude error is again introduced. Initially, MOPSO is executed for 300 iterations. Trajectories that violated the heat rate and g-loading constraints were severely penalized to prevent these solutions from appearing in the Pareto frontier. The resulting Pareto frontiers from both MOPSO and the variational method are shown in Figure 17 , and the corresponding trajectories are shown in Figure 18 . Consistent with the prior examples, the solutions from MOPSO are dominated by solutions constructed from the variational method. While the variational trajectories are tightly grouped together early in the entry, these trajectories form a large band in the second half of the entry. This band is due to the constant g-loading constraint enforced for all optimal solutions. As the forward cone angle is increased to satisfy an increasing required volume constraint during the continuation process, the ballistic coefficient of the vehicle is reduced. As a result, the vehicle must travel at higher altitudes to satisfy the g-loading constraint. While a reduction in ballistic coefficient generally results in shorter flight times that reduce heat load, the higher altitudes that must be flown in the presence of a g-loading constraint increase flight times that also increase heat load. This results in a slightly non-convex Pareto frontier as shown by the variational solutions in Figure 17 . Note that the MOPSO solutions that appear to be dominated by other MOPSO solutions are again the result of the third objective in terminal error used to span solutions throughout the 200 m terminal altitude buffer. As such, solutions with much higher heat loads have much smaller terminal errors, and some of the MOPSO solutions close to the variational frontier capitalize on the penalty-free 200 m altitude buffer. The MOPSO Pareto frontier shown in Figure 17 has solutions that are grouped together, resulting in a poorly defined frontier. As such, MOPSO is executed for 900 iterations to improve the structure of the frontier, requiring approximately 25-30 times the computational requirements of variational methods. As shown in Figure 19 , the new MOPSO Pareto frontier is better distributed with many solutions near the variational frontier. Additionally, the corresponding MOPSO trajectories shown in Figure 20 also have an increased distribution where the g-loading constraint is active along the second half of the trajectory. However, a select number of high-altitude trajectories are introduced. These trajectories correspond to slender biconic solutions that have small terminal altitude errors. This result is largely due to the difficulty of constructing path-constrained optimal trajectories using direct shooting methods. To follow the g-loading constraint, the vehicle must dive further into the atmosphere near a velocity of 4500 m/s. Complex maneuvers such as these are difficult to construct when using direct shooting methods. The evolution of the blunted biconic shape is shown for three optimal solutions in Figure 21 . Note that as the forward cone angle is increased, greater portions of the aft conic is exposed, and the resulting change in aerodynamics is automatically captured through the use of analytic hypersonic aerodynamic relations. 
V. Future Work
When using variational methods, certain costate equations require derivatives of the analytic aerodynamic relations with respect to vehicle shape parameters. While the analytic expressions are reasonable in length for the geometries in this report, their lengthy derivative expressions can result in compiling issues during the autocoding process. These issues are eliminated by reducing the length of the derivative expressions through variable substitution of repetitive calculations. As a result, each repetitive calculation is evaluated only once. Furthermore, these substitutions improve code efficiency, resulting in a reduction in computational requirements by a factor of two to four. Additional advancement in code optimization could provide a further reduction in computational requirements as well as enable more complex geometries, such as Bezier curves of revolution, to be incorporated into the variational methodology. 8 This could be accomplished through further investigation in symbolic and string manipulation techniques or other computational techniques such as automatic differentiation. 29, 30 If the analytic aerodynamics are constructed for potential adaptive shapes, such as inflatable aerodynamic decelerators, then the optimization in this work could be extended to include vehicle shape change during flight.
This work illustrates the benefit of using variational methods with analytic aerodynamic force coefficients to address trajectory performance. If analytic aerodynamic moment coefficients are also included, then additional considerations such as aerodynamic stability and control surface design could be included in the optimization process. 8 Furthermore, other disciplines in the DSM shown in Figure 1 should also be evaluated for incorporation into this rapid design methodology. Analogous to the analytic hypersonic aerodynamics, physics-based models associated with these other disciplines should be investigated. If useful physics-based models are not available, then analytic metamodels could be constructed as a substitute. Finally, more efficient variational solution solvers such as BNDSCO should be evaluated to determine if additional performance enhancements can be achieved.
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VI. Conclusions
In this investigation, a rapid simultaneous hypersonic aerodynamic and trajectory optimization methodology is constructed based on variational methods. This design framework is made possible from enabling advancements in analytic hypersonic aerodynamics and rapid trajectory optimization that relies on continuation of variational methods. By extending this rapid trajectory optimization methodology to include the analytic aerodynamic relations, an augmented system is constructed that includes both trajectory and vehicle shape parameters. A single and multi-objective particle swarm optimizer is used as a representative state-of-the-art multidisciplinary optimization methodology that relies on direct shooting for trajectory optimization. Comparisons illustrate that improved solutions can be obtained through continuation of variational methods. Furthermore, variational methods are shown to be effective across a range of vehicle shapes that include blunted cones, blended wedges, and blunted biconics for single and multiple design objectives in trajectory and vehicle shape. For the examples shown, the computational requirements for the particle swarm optimizer are approximately 10-30 times greater than that of the variational methods.
Examples also demonstrate the challenges of using penalty functions with direct shooting methods when trajectory constraints are present. If penalty functions are too strong, then the design objective is ignored during the optimization. If the penalty functions are too weak, then the optimizer will capitalize on the ability to construct improved solutions that violate the constraints. If the constraint is converted into an additional objective, then a multi-objective particle swarm optimizer is able to construct solutions near the constraint at the expense of increased complexity resulting from the additional objective. Variational methods are shown to be able to perform the constrained optimization across a wide range of designs by precisely satisfying constraints without the added complexity of penalty functions. For convex Pareto frontiers, this optimization is most efficiently performed through continuation of a weighted sum of the individual objectives. Finally, a non-convex frontier is shown to be easily constructed through continuation of a constrained objective.
